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Abstract

Phylogenetic inference relies heavily on statistical models that have been
extended and refined over the past years into complex hierarchical models to
capture the intricacies of evolutionary processes. The wealth of information
in the form of fully sequenced genomes has led to the development of meth-
ods that are used to reconstruct the gene and species evolutionary histories in
greater and more accurate detail. However, genes are composed of evolution-
ary conserved sequence segments called domains, and domains can also be
affected by duplications, losses, and bifurcations implied by gene or species
evolution. This thesis proposes an extension of evolutionary models, such
as duplication-loss, rate, and substitution, that have previously been used to
model gene evolution, to model the domain evolution and to reconstruct the
domain evolutionary history.

In this thesis, I am proposing DomainDLRS: a comprehensive, hierarchi-
cal Bayesian method, based on the DLRS model by Åkerborg et al., 2009, that
models domain evolution as occurring inside the gene and species tree. The
method incorporates a birth-death process to model the domain duplications
and losses along with a substitution process to model the domain sequence
evolution with a relaxed molecular clock assumption. The method employs
a variant of Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique called, Grouped Indepen-
dence Metropolis-Hastings for the estimation of posterior distribution over
domain trees with lengths, gene tree topologies and other evolutionary pa-
rameters. The hallmark of our work is dating of domain evolutionary events,
which is achieved by mapping domain evolutionary history to the realized
gene tree, which in turn got its dating from the evolutionary time scale de-
termined by the species tree. The reconciliation of a domain tree to the gene
and species phylogenies enable us to infer domain level events such as domain
duplications, domain losses, and gene induced domain bifurcations. By using
this method, we performed analyses of selected interesting multi-domain fam-
ilies such as Zinc-Finger and PRDM9, which provides an interesting insight
of domain evolution with respect to gene and species evolution.

Finally, a synteny-aware approach for gene homology inference, called
GenFamClust, is proposed that uses similarity and gene neighbourhood con-
servation to improve the homology inference. GenFamClust identifies ho-
mologs in a more informed and accurate manner as compared to similarity
based approaches. We evaluated the accuracy of our method against the
Neighbourhood Correlation and other methods on synthetic and two biolog-
ical datasets consisting of Eukaryotes and Fungal species. Our results show
that the use of synteny with similarity is providing a significant improvement
in homology inference and synteny-aware homology inference is more accurate
than the similarity-only methods.
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Sammanfattning

Fylogenetisk inferens, som syftar till att återskapa evolutionära träd, är
starkt beroende av statistiska modeller som under de senaste åren har utvid-
gats och förfinats till komplexa hierarkiska modeller som i detalj kan beskriva
evolutionära processer. Tillgängligheten av fullständigt sekvenserade genom
från olika arter har gett oss möjlighet att studera och förstå evolutionära
processer, samt att rekonstruera gen- och artfylogenier i större och mer exakt
detalj. Emellertid består gener av evolutionärt konserverade sekvenselement
som kallas domäner. Dessa domäner kan påverkas av duplikationer, förlus-
ter och förgreningar till följd av genernas evolution. Denna avhandling är ett
försök attutöka fylogenetiska metoder till att också rekonstruera domäners
evolutionära historia och att anpassa existerande evolutionära modeller för
duplicering-förlust, för varierande mutationshastighet under evolutionen, och
för sekvensevolution vid domännivå.

I denna avhandling presenterar jag DomainDLRS: en omfattande, hierar-
kisk Bayesiansk metod, baserad på DLRS-modellen av Åkerborg et al.,2009,
Denna modell beskriver domänevolution som en process som sker inom gen-
och artträdet. Metoden innehåller en födelse-dödsprocess, enligt vilken do-
mäner dupliceras och förloras, tillsammans med en flexibel evolutionär mole-
kylär klock-modell (“relaxed molecular clock”) för domänsekvenser. Metoden
använder en Markovkedje-Monte Carlo-teknik (MCMC) som kallas “Grouped
Independence Metropolis-Hastings” för uppskattning av posteriorifördelning-
en över domänträd med längder, genträd-topologier, samt andra evolutionära
parametrar. Det utmärkande för detta arbete jämfört med tidigare rekon-
cilieringsbaserade metoder är att evolutionära händelser för ett domänträd
kopplas till det realiserade genträdet, som har samplats på den evolutio-
nära tidsskala som bestäms av arträdet. Rekoncilieringen av domänträdet
med gen- och artträdet gör det möjligt att härleda händelser på domänni-
vå, såsom domändupliceringar, domänförluster och genintroducerade domän-
bifurkationer. Med denna metod har jag genomfört analyser av två utvalda
multidomänfamiljer, zink-finger och PRDM9. Detta gav en intressanta inblic-
kar i domänevolutionen med avseende på gen- och artevolutionen.

Slutligen föreslås en synteny-medveten strategi för inferens av genhomo-
logi, kallad GenFamClust, som använder likhet och konservering i en gens
grannskap på genomet för att förbättra inferensen av homologi. GenFamC-
lust använder information i data bättre och identifierar homologer på ett mer
korrekt sätt i jämförelse med likhetsbaserade metoder. Vi har jämfört vår
metod mot existerande metoder för genhomologiprediktion på två testdata-
mängder – en med fullt sekvenserade eukaryota genom och en med syntetiska
sekvenser. De erhållna resultaten från båda testerna bekräftar att synteny
underlättar inferensen av homologi och att GenFamClust är en förbättring i
jämförelse med likhetsbaserade metoder.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fundamentals

Life evolves by copying itself, and since it is an inaccurate process, changes are
inevitable. Changes create diversity, and, given that resources within the biosphere
are finite, diversity has to rely on existing set of resources. Genetically, these
resources include genomes, genes, and proteins or even, on a very modular level,
domains are also used by evolutionary process to create diversity. The evolutionary
process takes advantage of all these levels to produce new copies that can take their
own evolutionary path. Thus, evolution occurs differently at different levels. As
stated by Walter Fitch, “We must recognize that not all parts of a gene have the
same history and thus, in such cases, that the gene is not the unit to which the
terms orthology, paralogy, etcetera apply” [59], domains can also be duplicated,
lost, and bifurcated implied by gene or species evolution. Therefore, studying
evolution without considering the fact that evolution may have occurred differently
on different levels will not complete our understanding of evolutionary processes.

Modeling evolution is central to all aspects of evolutionary biology, and is ex-
tensively studied from almost any conceivable point of view. Despite this vast
effort, the subject is sufficiently deep for much to remain unclear. For instance,
methods have been proposed to model the gene level evolution and to infer the
evolutionary events of a gene family; these include gene duplications, gene losses,
and speciations. However, these methods are relying on a simplifying assumption,
which consider a gene to be an atomic unit of evolution. Genes are composed of
evolutionary conserved sequence segments called domains, and domains can also be
duplicated, lost, and bifurcated during the evolutionary time period. Therefore, de-
signing a method that can take evolutionary reconstruction one step further down
to the domain level would be a significant step towards the better understanding
of evolutionary processes and their outcomes. This thesis is mainly proposing a
probabilistic method that models the domain level events such as domain duplica-
tions, domain losses, and domain bifurcations in the context of a gene and a species
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

evolution. The proposed method revealed an interesting insight into the process of
evolution at different levels.

1.2 Current Work

This thesis proposes an extension of evolutionary models, such as duplication-loss,
rate, and substitution, that have previously been used to model gene evolution, to
model the domain evolution and to reconstruct the domain evolutionary history. In
the proposed method, the domain content of the extent gene as well as information
from gene and species evolutionary histories have been taken into account to get
a clearer picture of domain evolution in the context of gene and species evolution.
The studies included in this thesis mainly attempt to model domain level events
such as domain duplications, domain losses, and domain bifurcations with gene
level events such as gene duplications, gene losses, and speciations. The method
proposed in this thesis provides a detailed picture of domain evolution by reconciling
the domain evolutionary history to the gene and the species evolutionary histories,
thereby inferring domain evolutionary events induced by gene and species level
evolutionary events. The proposed method is Bayesian and employ a variant of
Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique namely, Grouped Independence Metropolis-
Hastings for the estimation of posterior distribution over evolutionary parameters.
The hallmark of our work is dating of domain evolutionary events, which is achieved
by mapping domain evolutionary history to the realized gene tree, which in turn
got its dating from the evolutionary time scale determined by the species tree.
We present a probabilistic approach that combines all three levels of evolution i.e.
domain, gene, and species evolution into one probabilistic hierarchical framework
by modelling duplications and losses at gene level and duplications, losses, rate,
and sequence evolution at domain level with the corresponding gene and species
evolution.

Paper I proposes a probabilistic model that models domain evolution as tak-
ing place inside the gene and species tree. The probabilistic model comprises of
a duplication-loss model to model domain duplications and losses, a substitution
model to simulate the domain sequence evolution along the tree with branch lengths,
and a rate model to relax the molecular clock assumption and to allow the rate vari-
ations among the branches of the tree. The reconciliation of domain evolutionary
events to the gene and the species phylogenies provides evolutionary scenarios with
a greater detail. We applied our proposed approach to some interesting domain
families; C2H2 Zinc-Fingers and PRDM9, their results provides an interesting in-
sight of the domain evolution in the context of gene and species evolution. The
evolutionary study proposed in paper II considered the repeated domain architec-
ture of Reelin protein and performed a phylogenetic analysis by using conventional
methods. This was a part of an early attempt to investigate and search datasets for
our probabilistic model of domain evolution. Paper III & IV are proposing an ho-
mology inference approach that combines gene synteny i.e.conserved neighbourhood
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of a gene with the sequence similarity and is therefore, more biologically realistic
and useful in the case of diverged gene families with low sequence similarity. We
applied our proposed method to metazoan and fungal genome datasets to investi-
gate the role of synteny in determining homology relationship among genes. The
results indicate that synteny is effective when combined with similarity to detect
the homologues gene pairs. The proposed methods develop a better understanding
of evolutionary processes by considering all levels of evolution namely domain, gene
and species level.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The outline of the rest of this thesis is as follows. A biological perspective of evo-
lution at the domain, gene, and species level and a brief discussion on evolutionary
events is included in chapter 2. Evolutionary events such as gene duplication, gene
loss, and speciation as well as domain duplication, domain loss, and domain bifur-
cation will be discussed. In Chapter 3, we will introduce our main modelling effort
on domain evolution by providing a brief discussion about some of the current
methods followed by an introduction to the Bayesian framework, Markov Chain
Monte Carlo based technique, duplication-loss, rate and substitution models. The
Section 3.7 of chapter 3 describes interesting multi-domain families including C2H2
Zinc-Fingers and Reelin protein. Finally, chapter 4 provides detail on some of the
current approaches for homology inference. Also, a discussion on the use of syn-
teny for homology inference is provided. Chapter 5 provides a brief summary of
the articles that are included in this thesis.





Chapter 2

Three Levels of Evolution

2.1 Introduction

About one and half billion years ago, the earliest form of modern day eukaryotic cell
had appeared. According to an estimate, the first multicellular animal may have
appeared around 640 million years ago [26]. Although cells have matured their
DNA replication and repair processes over the time, they are still highly complex
and inaccurate in creating exact copies of DNA during cell division. In fact, such
failures are serving as basis for the genomic evolution, although transposable DNA
elements are also contributing.

During the evolution, the replication process is benefited from the modularity
existed at several level e.g., gene, domain, and genome level to create new form of
life. For instance, at gene level, events such as gene duplications (caused, e.g., by
segmental duplications or reverse transcription), lateral gene transfers (the transfer
of genetic material from one species to another), or gene deletions (segmental dele-
tions during unequal crossing-over) and gene conversion are key events that can
change the genomic sequence. At domain level, events like translocations, short
intragenic duplications e.g. through slippage of the DNA polymerase [120], exon
duplications, deletions, and shuffling are examples of domain level events that can
change the sequence and function of a gene. Similarly, on the genomic level, whole
genome duplication event doubles the number of chromosomes and hence also the
number of genes in a species. With the availability of large-scale sequence informa-
tion and protein domain databases, the information organized in these levels can
be systematically exploited to reconstruct the evolutionary history.

In this thesis, we are proposing an evolutionary model, which is simultaneously
dealing with the evolutionary events at gene level as well as domain level. These are
therefore discussed in more detail in this chapter. In the next section, an overview
of the species level evolution, that have brought genome scale changes through
millions of years of evolution, will be discussed. In subsequent sections, gene and
domain level events and the detail about their biological mechanisms are discussed.

9



10 CHAPTER 2. THREE LEVELS OF EVOLUTION

2.2 Species Level Evolution

After almost 150 years since the publication of book On the Origin of Species by
Darwin, defining species and understanding speciation i.e., the mechanism behind
the evolution of species, is still considered as a major challenge for evolutionary
biology. In his book, Darwin wrote that “I look at the term species, as one arbi-
trarily given for the sake of convenience to a set of individuals closely resembling
each other...” and “The amount of difference is one very important criterion in
settling whether two forms should be ranked as species or varieties” [42]. Under
this Darwinian perspective, speciation can be seen as a process, which accumulates
sufficiently many differences between populations to classify them as separate tax-
onomic species. Although defining a “species” is still a matter of discussion [147],
speciation is ultimately considered as a consequence of genetic divergence through
evolutionary time period.

The speciation process is influenced by many different factors including ge-
ographical, ecological, developmental, and environmental that are interacting in
non-linear ways. A straightforward approach to classify the different mechanisms
of speciation is to consider the factors with respect to their type and influence on
the genetic diversity. In general, we can use any of the factors listed above to
classify the speciation mechanisms. However, traditionally, the primary classifica-
tion is based on geographic modes of speciation and the level of migration between
the diverging populations [67]. Based on the geographic modes of the diverging
populations, speciation can be classified into three categories namely allopatric,
parapatric, and sympatric.

The word Allopatric is derived from Greek words; allos means “other” and patra
means “fatherland”. In Allopatric speciation mode, populations or sub-populations
of a species become geographically isolated from each other. As a result, there is no
migration of individuals and the gene flow among the isolating populations ceases.
During this process, populations diverge differently in response to the natural se-
lection imposed by their different environments. On the contrary, there are highest
possible migration levels in sympatric speciation mode. The word sympatric is
derived from Greek word sym means “the same”. In sympatric speciation, popu-
lations or sub-populations of a species that are living in the same habitat evolve
into a new species, which later become reproductively isolated from the others
[116]. Sympatric speciation occurs more often in plants than animals [145], be-
cause plants can change their chrosome number (polyploidy) and spread by asexual
reproduction. The parapatric speciation is considered as intermediate case where,
the migration between diverging (sub) populations is neither zero nor maximum.
The word parapatric is derived from Greek word para means “side-by-side”.

Genetically, evolution is a process, which consists of changes in the genetic
constitution (gene pool) of a population. The process of evolution may be charac-
terized in two ways: anagenesis and cladogenesis [14]. Changes occurring within
the population of a given species as time proceeds, is known as anagenetic evolu-
tion. Anagenetic evolution results in increased adaptation to the environment, and
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often considers changes, which are according to the physical or biotic conditions of
the environment. In contrast to anagenesis, cladogenesis is an evolutionary event
in which a parent species splits into two groups that no longer share the same gene
pool. The great diversity of the living world is the consequence of cladogenetic evo-
lution, which results in adaptation to a greater variety of environments and living
conditions.

2.3 Gene Level Evolution

During cell division and meiosis, inaccurate replication process provides an oppor-
tunity for the daughter cells to inherit an altered copy of DNA. Some of these
inaccuracies of replication process, can be simple enough to change only a single
nucleotide in DNA sequence (substitutions), or complex to change larger parts of
DNA by inserting or deleting stretches of DNA sequence. In more complex sce-
narios, entire genes, chromosome, or even genomes can be duplicated or deleted.
Susumu Ohno argued that gene duplication was the single most important factor
in evolution [161]. In his book, Evolution by Gene Duplication published in 1970,
he clearly identified and described the role of gene duplication as a deriving force
in evolution.

There are several theories explaining the fate of newly duplicated gene. Initially,
the new duplicate will start diverging from original copy by acquiring mutations.
Many of these mutation may be tolerated, since the original gene is still present to
perform its ancestral function. Consequently, the fate of duplicated gene will be
decided in one of the three possible scenarios [111]: 1) one of the gene copy evolves
a new function after a gene duplication event (neo-functionalization) 2) both gene
copies initially persists their ancestral function for some duration, and eventually
specializes in the restricted forms of their original function (sub-functionalization)
or 3) the duplicated gene acquires too many mutation and loses its ability to prop-
erly encode into protein and thus becomes a pseudo-gene (non-functionalisation).
In a similar way, gene loss plays an important role in large scale changes of genome.
During DNA replication process, part of DNA may be deleted from the genome. If
this deletion causes a gene loss, it can have large impact on the organism or have
no effect if the function of the gene are no longer required. In the following section,
we will briefly review the mechanism behind gene duplication, gene conversion and
how evolution can use them to shape the genomes of many species.

Gene Duplication
There are number of biological mechanisms that are involved in gene duplication.
These mechanisms include unequal crossing-over, retro-transposition, and whole
genome duplication.

In the case of unequal crossing-over, the duplicated chromosomes attach to
each other in the centromere region during meiosis. Depending on the position
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of crossing over during recombination, one chromatid acquires a longer segment,
while the other acquires a shorter one, thereby, creating a tandem repeat on one
chromosome and a deletion on the other. The outcome of unequal crossing-over
can be a part of a gene, an entire gene, or several genes. In the latter two cases,
flanking region will also be copied along with duplicated genes. The flanking region
is a region of DNA, which is adjacent to a gene, contains promoter and other
regulatory sequences of that gene. Unequal crossing-over mostly placed duplicated
genes in tandem; that is, they are linked in a chromosome [183].

In retro-transposition, a message RNA (mRNA) is retro-transcribed to comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA) and then inserted into some random position in the genome.
Duplications through retro-transposition can easily be characterized due to its fea-
tures, for example, loss of introns and regulatory sequences, presence of poly-A
tracts, and presence of flanking short direct repeats. The resultant duplicated
genes are called retro-genes. These retro-genes are rarely expressed into full-length
coding sequences due to lack of their regulatory elements. However, there are func-
tional retro-genes that have been identified in many genomes [171]. Due to random
insertion of cDNA, retro-genes are often unlinked to their original gene and do not
appear in cluster of genes, unless the involved genes are all in an operon (only in
case of prokaryotes). An operon refers to a cluster of genes under the control of a
single promoter i.e. a functional unit of genomic DNA. The fate of retro-genes often
ended up as pseudogenes, since promoter and regulatory sequences of the gene are
not transcribed and hence not duplicated by retro-transposition.

One of the most dramatic cases of genome evolution is that of whole genome
duplication (WGD), in which a duplication event acts on the entire genome and
create additional copies of the genome in a species. Because these events lead to
significant genomic instability, it is thought that such events are rare in the evo-
lutionary history of modern species. In vertebrates, two round of whole genome
duplications (WGD) were first hypothesized by Susumu Ohno [128], after whom
WGD duplicated genes are now referred to as "ohnologs". In plants, there is be-
lieved to have whole genome duplications that resulted in the diversification of
regulatory genes important to seed and flower development [92]. Similarly, there
are evidences that a third round of whole genome duplication may have happened
within the lineage of ray-finned fish [92]. Whole genome duplication may result in
a substantial relaxation of selective pressure due to the scale of duplication events.
As a result, most of the duplicated genes go through the process of pseudogeniza-
tion and eventually lost from the genome, however, some of the genes retain and
diverge to a new functionality.

Gene Conversion
Earlier, I discussed how homologous recombination during unequal crossing-over be-
tween paralogous sequences can result in tandem gene duplications and deletions.
In another process, which is known as gene conversion, homologous recombination
between paralogous sequences result in the nonreciprocal transfer of sequence from
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one paralogue to the other paralogue sequence. Gene conversion homogenizes par-
alogous sequences and consequently decelerating their divergence. This leads to
the process of “concerted evolution”, in which higher sequence similarity is found
among paralogous genes within one species than other genes of the same gene fam-
ily in another species, suggesting that members within a gene family do not evolve
independently of each other [108].

The mechanistic basis of gene conversion is very well explained in [30]. Gene
conversion is mainly initiated by a form of homologous recombination caused by
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). During the process, the genetic information
from intact homologous sequences is transferred to the region containing the DSB.
The gene conversion process can occur between homologous chromosomes, sister
chromatids, or homologous sequences on either the same chromosome or different
chromosomes. The gene conversion process are characterised by following observa-
tions, which are described in [108]. First, gene conversion is non-reciprocal transfer
of genetic information between similar sequences, which does not involve exchange
of flanking DNA. Second, gene conversion is very precise in homogenization i.e. it
only act on specific DNA regions such as coding sequences. Third, the gene conver-
sion process requires flanking-sequence identity between the affected DNA regions
for its efficiency i.e. the genomic context is also important in the process.

Recently, Wang et al. [173] highlighted an interesting evolutionary scenario of
concerted evolution of mtrA gene family at domain level. They performed phylo-
genetic and comparative genomic study of mtrA genes, where they describe how
the concerted evolution of a highly conserved MtrA domain is responsible for the
convergent evolution of mtrA gene family. According to their findings, there are
distinct tansmembrane domains in the paralogs mtrA-1 and mtrA-2 of the same
species, however a significantly more similar MtrA domain is found in their paralogs
as compare to orthologs in different species at both levels of nucleic acid and amino
acid sequence. Their findings suggest a unique example of convergent concerted
evolution within a certain domain of two paralogous genes. They also compared
the probable scenarios of recent domain duplication and the concerted evolution of
MtrA domain, which is interesting due to the comparison between two completely
different but vaguely recognizable levels of evolutionary events i.e. gene conver-
gence and recent domain duplication. In subsequent sections, I will discuss domain
definitions, evolutionary events and their role in the broad picture of evolution.

2.4 Domain Definitions

A gene is the basic physical structure made from DNA. Genes encode proteins,
which are composed of evolutionary units called domains. There are many defini-
tions for protein domain, however the most established definitions are three namely,
the structural, evolutionary and functional definitions of domains [120].

Structurally, a domain is a stable, compact structural unit within the protein
that corresponds to an independent folding unit [141, 36, 121]. From the evolution-
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ary point of view, a domain can usually be seen as the conserved segment of a gene
sequence. Since protein performs its functionality through domains, the functional
perspective defines domains as reoccurring functional units. The distinction in def-
initions of domain is important when considering possible evolutionary mechanism
by which multi-domain proteins have come into existence. For instance, in many
cases, the functionality of a domain is conferred by amino acids residues that are
not co-located in the polypeptide chain, therefore the boundaries of a functional
domain is sometimes vaguely defined. Hence, if a functional domain undergoes a
duplication process, it will increase the number of functional segments. However,
in general, these definitions often coincide; a domain is an evolutionarily conserved
entity because it has a specific function depends on its structural arrangement.

2.5 Domain Level Evolution

Domain level evolution provides a good illustration of how nature believes in reusing
instead of reinventing while being more opportunistic in creating functional diver-
sity. It is due to the domain level modularity, that provides a set of reusable
components that expedite the evolution needed to perform verity of functions. The
genomic events that steer domain evolution can be classified on various levels rang-
ing from simple point mutations to large-scale genome changes. For instance, there
are selectional forces acting at the sequence level of domain to alter it or to change
it into completely new domain. Although, in general, the domain is conserved over
time subject to its purifying selection, a domain sequence can diverge by mutations,
deletions, and insertions and eventually become a new domain by acquiring a func-
tion different from the original one [117]. For example, within the chitin-binding
domain in the mammalian protein chitinase, there are six cysteines; mutation of
any one of these to serine results in complete loss of its ability to metabolize insolu-
ble chitin while its ability to hybridize the soluble triacetylchitotriose is maintained
[165]. At the gene level, during replication process, the slippage of the DNA poly-
merase can cause short intragenic duplications [170], whereas crossing-over events
might result in larger, intergenic repeats [87]. In some genes, the exons often form
more or less exact correspondence to domains [107]. In this case, a duplication of
an exon will corresponds to the duplication of the corresponding domains. Other
fundamental gene level mechanisms e.g. DNA-strand breakage and repair or trans-
position [87] can also alter the domain contents. At the genome level, there is
a strong indication [8] that most species share a set of common domain families.
This motivate the perspective that there may have existed a finite set of domains
at the root of the species tree, which was used to derive the vast functional space
of today’s protein repertoire. Consequently, majority of the protein repertoire is
composed of multi domain proteins; around two-thirds of the proteins in prokary-
otes and four-fifths eukaryotic have two or more domains [34]. Moreover, genomic
complexity corresponds much better to the number of distinct domain combina-
tions [15] than to the number of genes in the organism. Hence, the understanding
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of evolutionary events at domain level is required to understand the function and
structure of proteins.

Domain Duplication
The protein domain may have been duplicated and evolved thorough various lev-
els of evolution. For instance, on the genome scale, whole genome duplications,
which have been observed in the evolution of vertebrate genomes, resulted in the
duplication of entire set of gene families thereby increasing the domain content
[22, 162, 163]. On the gene scale, domains may have been duplicated through
genetic mechanisms like unequal crossing-over, retro-transpositions, recombination
and horizontal gene transfer [70, 34]. On the sub-gene level or on domain level,
mechanism like short intragenic duplications [170], exon-shuffling played crucial
role in duplicating domains.

It has been estimated that at least 70% of the domains is duplicated in prokary-
otes, whereas in eukaryotes, this estimate is 90% [9]. A recent study performed a
survey of genes in eukaryotes, which showed that the intragenic duplications may
have occurred frequently [107] and is one of the major cause of gene elongation and
increase in gene size. Tordai et al. [167] suggested that the multiple copies of a sin-
gle type of structural domain in multi-domain proteins indicates that their evolution
was through intragenic duplication of a domain. A gene can extend its capability
or acquire a new function by domain duplication events. For instance, enzymes
such as dehydrogenases have coenzyme-binding domain, which was evolved from a
duplication of a primordial mononucleotide-binding domain [140]. Moreover, after
the domain duplication, the two copies of a domain may diverge differently from the
ancestral domain to enable the gene for functional divergence. For example in the
immunoglobulin gene, the variable and constant region domains may have evolved
from a common ancestral domain, however they now have distinct functions e.g.
recognizing antigen is performed by variable region domains while constant regions
is functioning as effector domains [101].

The KRAB associated Zinc-Finger genes, in which a chromatin-interaction do-
main called KRAB is associated with tandem arrays of C2H2 Zinc-Finger domains,
constitute a larger family of transcription factors genes and present a classical ex-
ample of domain gain and loss by recent domain duplications or losses [76]. The
KRAB domain is a transcriptional repressor domain. Most KRAB-ZNF genes re-
side in large familial clusters, many of which contain substantial numbers of lineage-
specific genes and varying number of Zinc-Finger domains indicating recent domain
and gene duplication events [158].

Gene-induced Domain Bifurcation
A bifurcation in the domain tree that arises through a bifurcation in the gene
tree is called gene induced domain bifurcation or co-divergence [153]. The gene
tree bifurcation may have arisen due to a gene duplication or a speciation event.
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In the next chapter, I am going to introduce a probabilistic reconciliation-based
framework for domain evolution that models domain duplications, domain losses,
and domain bifurcations within the context of a gene and a species tree. The events
in the history of a multi-domain family are inferred by fitting a domain tree to a
gene tree and a species tree. The proposed framework will not only provide the
reconciliation of domain events to the corresponding gene and species trees, but
also their timing relative to gene and species divergences. For this reason, we are
defining a set of domain level events to distinguish them in the context of gene and
species evolution.

TS

Speciation

Gene Duplication

Gene Loss

TG

Domain Bifurcation

Domain Duplication

Domain Loss

a) Gene Tree inside the Species Tree

TD

b) Domain Tree inside the Gene Tree

TG

Figure 2.1: This figure shows a) most parsimonious reconciliation between a gene tree TG

(in blue) and a species tree TS (without color), and in b) most parsimonious reconcilia-
tion of a domain tree TD with the corresponding gene tree. Gene level events are gene
duplications (green color), gene losses (red color) and speciation are shown in black color.
Domain level events are domain duplications (green color), domain losses (red color) and
gene induced domain bifurcations are shown in black color.

To illustrate the events at domain and gene levels, reconciliation between gene
and species tree, between domain and gene tree, respectively are shown in figure
2.1. In figure2.1 (a), a species tree TS (fat tree) is shown without color and a gene
tree tree TG (in blue color) is shown inside the species tree, thereby mapping gene
level events to the species tree. Similarly, in figure2.1 (b) a domain tree TD is
shown inside the blue fat gene tree. An event of duplication is marked with the
green color, loss is marked with the red color, and bifurcations are shown in black
color.



Chapter 3

Modelling Domain Evolution

3.1 Introduction

For many gene families, the common assumption that a gene is evolving as a single
unit, which is an assumption underlying even most of the sophisticated models,
is unrealistic. In analogy with the gene level, events like duplications, losses, and
rearrangements can occur at the domain level [120] and, consequently also domains
can be orthologous or paralogous to each other [133]. With the growing availability
of genome sequences, many computational methods have been developed for recon-
structing gene evolution as taking place inside a species tree e.g. [2, 137, 151]. The
evolution of a gene family is then, often, represented by a gene tree with a cor-
responding species tree, and a reconciliation between them. The reconciliation is
used to provide a picture explaining the sequence of gene level evolutionary events
that have occurred in the context of the specie tree. The reconstruction of domain
evolutionary history also requires a similar strategy for relating its evolution sub-
ject to gene and species evolution. Unfortunately, there is a lack of methods, in
particular probabilistic methods, that explain domain evolution in the context of a
gene and a species tree. Reconstruction of domain evolution in a protein domain
family can provide a valuable insight into the processes of gene and species evo-
lution. By inferring the domain history inside the gene and species tree, we can
reveal the context and the order in which domains may have evolved.

Furthermore, considering domain evolution in the context of gene evolution
makes it possible to correlate structural domain level changes with the functional
characteristics of the gene. In this chapter, I will discuss approaches to model
domain evolution and relating it to the corresponding gene and species trees. A brief
introduction to models of evolution and their probabilistic framework for Bayesian
analysis will also be a subject of this discussion. The first part of this chapter is
devoted to traditional, as well as current, approaches to study domain evolution.
It includes the dot plot, phylogenetic methods, the domain architecture model,
parsimony-based approaches, and reconciliation-based methods. Then follows an
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introduction to some interesting domain families, that are analysed in the studies
of this thesis. In the last section, I will discuss reconciliation based analysis and
probabilistic models for domain evolution.

3.2 Current Approaches

Domain evolution has been studied by variety of tools and techniques. In this
section, we start with the more simpler approaches and proceed to more advanced.

The Dot Plot
Among approaches to study the domain evolution, dot plots are considered to be
effective in terms of visualisation and simplicity. Dot plots, first introduced by
Gibbs et al. [68], is basically a two-dimensional matrix, showing a shaded cell if
entries in corresponding row and column are similar. The intensity of shade is
used to quantify the levels of similarity between entries as shown in figure 3.1. Dot
plots are often used to show a comparison between two sequences by organizing one
sequence on the x-axis, and another on the y-axis, of a plot.

Figure 3.1: A dot plot [22] is showing the pattern of internal domain duplications in human
protein (ENSP00000303696) sequence with C2H2 Zinc-Finger domain. The darker color
of the squares reflects higher alignment score between the corresponding domains. The
numbers labelled on each axis denote the domains orientation on protein sequence from
N-to-C terminus.

Dot plots can capture regions of local similarity or repetitive parts of sequences
by showing one or more diagonal lines in addition to the main diagonal line. A
dot plot visualisation is a useful tool to show the similarity patterns, however it
can be noisy due to random matches between residues of the sequence. Codons or
domains are considered to be a better choice than residues, since the probability of
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matching codon or domain by chance is much lower than the chance of matching
a single residue. Some studies have used dot plots to show the similarity pattern
of domains in a protein sequence. For instance, Bjorklund et al. [22] used dot
plots based on Smith-Waterman alignment scores to show the similarity pattern of
C2H2 Zinc-Finger domains. They identified the duplication pattern of Zinc-Finger
domains towards the end of the protein sequence as shown in figure 3.1.

Phylogenetic methods

Typically the first step in understanding the evolution of a protein domain is to
analyse its phylogeny. There is a wealth of phylogenetic methods that has been
applied to model the domain evolution. Most of these methods have limitations
with respect to accuracy and speed. For instance, Neighbour Joining (NJ) [143] is
a popular tool in biological community due to its simplicity and efficiency in phy-
logenetic construction of large datasets. NJ greedily [66] builds a tree by joining a
pair of taxa with the minimum distance in each iteration, until a fully resolved tree
is obtained. Many studies have used NJ with bootstrap analyses to investigate the
domain evolution, for instance, Romanel et al. [138] used NJ combined with the
bootstrap analysis to investigate the origin and diversification of the DNA binding
domain B3 in plants. In some cases, NJ is applied to define the subfamilies or
clades within larger domain families. For instance, in a recent study [129], Oulion
et al. performed a phylogenetic analysis of the Fibroblast Growth Factors (FGFs)
domains in vertebrates. A tree constructed using the NJ algorithm was used to
classify the FGFs domain family into eight subfamilies across several vertebrate
species. Different variants of NJ has been designed in order to improve speed and
accuracy, for instance BIONJ [65], RapidNJ [150], and FNJ [51]. The accuracy of
NJ method depends on the additive property of observed distances for the phy-
logenetic construction. However, in general, the observed distances do not follow
the additive property, because the actual number of substitutions between two se-
quences cannot be estimated directly. Therefore, phylogenetic hypothesis based on
these distances is often erroneous.

Bayesian and likelihood-based approaches has also been applied to reconstruct
domain evolutionary history. For instance, Velthuis et al. [163] applied MrBayes
[84] in their phylogenetic analysis to identify domain duplication and rearrangement
events in the evolution of the PDZ/LIM domain family. In another study [146], a
phylogenetic tree has been constructed for the Kinase domain family using a com-
bination of sequence and structure information into a unified quantitative analysis
[126]. Structural information were incorporated as the character matrix, contain-
ing the 20 distinctive structural characteristics of the Kinases domain. Recently,
Stolzer et al. [153] performed Bayesian analysis for the GuK and PDZ domains
by applying MrBayes to infer the domain level evolutionary event. However their
resulting posterior was flat, because domains are typically short and sequence data
alone does not suffice to reconstruct the domain evolutionary history unless gene
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and species trees are taken into account. Bayesian methods for phylogenetic infer-
ence are accurate, but they require extensive computation for their convergence.

Domain Architecture Model
The term "domain architecture" (DA) is used to denote the “bag of domains” model,
in which a protein sequence is treated simply as a collection of domains. In the
DA model, a multi-domain protein sequence is annotated as a set of tokens i.e.
domain names or ids representing its domain composition. The annotation is usu-
ally determined by scanning a standard domain database [57, 148, 121, 10, 114]
consisting of probabilistic or alignment based domain models. In this model, all
instances of the same domain are indistinguishable. DA models have been used due
to their computational efficiency, which is advantageous for genome-scale analyses
[120, 27, 19, 33].

Several studies have applied the DA model to investigate domain co-occurrence
[24], domain distribution across different organisms [182], domain combinations
[17], domain substitutions and deletions [176], and domain promiscuity [18], i.e.,
the property of a specific domain to co-occur with many other domains. The DA
model is known for its computational and conceptual tractability. However, it is
based on several unrealistic simplifying assumptions; for example, the DA model
consider all instances of a domain family to be indistinguishable, and do not use
the sequence information, domain order, and the number of copies of each domain
within the domain family. Furthermore, the DA model can only capture the change
in form of domain gain or loss, which can not provide sufficient information about
the events that caused the change.

There are some approaches, in which domain content is represented as a form
of character data. In these approaches, the domain content of a protein sequence
can be treated as binary character data, where 1 indicates domain presence and 0
indicates its absence. For instance, Buljan et al. [27] used Dollo parsimony to infer
ancestral domain architectures. In Dollo parsimony, a change of character state
from zero to one is allowed only once, but a change from one to zero is allowed
to happen multiple times [53]. This is appropriate when modelling domain, since
gains are considered to be a rare events compared to losses. This character-based
representation has been used to estimate the pairwise edit distances [23] between
the domain architectures and to construct domain trees by applying standard phy-
logenetic methods based on that [60].

Parsimony-based approaches
The basic principle of parsimony approaches is based on the philosophy of Ock-
ham’s razor law that can be interpreted as “among competing hypotheses, the one
with the fewest assumptions should be selected”. Hence, the tree that describes
the data with fewest mutations, or character state changes, is a more plausible
evolutionary hypothesis [44]. In the beginning, parsimony was only used in the
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analysis of the discrete morphological characters data, but the same principle was
later extended to other evolutionary events. The events can, for instance, be gene
duplications, gene losses, and lateral gene transfers, or in the context of domain
evolution, domain duplication, domain loss or domain transfer [153]. Therefore,
the tree with the minimum number of evolutionary events is considered to be the
most likely evolutionary hypothesis.

The parsimony problem can be classified into 1) the small parsimony problem 2)
the large parsimony problem. In the small parsimony problem, given the topology
and character states at the leaves, the goal is to assign and to count the number of
mutations to internal nodes of the tree such that, a minimum number of character
state changes is obtained. A solution to this problem can be determined by Fitch’s
algorithm [58]. Extra constraints can be applied to model the event based frame-
work. For instance, Camin-Sokal parsimony imposes the constraint of irreversible
mutations, like nucleotide deletions, that each character can only change from state
1 to 0 once. Another type of parsimony is Dollo parsimony, which is designed for
attribute that are hard to acquire, but easy to lose, like protein domains. In the
large parsimony problem, given the character data of extant taxa, the goal is to find
a minimum cost tree topology. The large parsimony problem is NP-complete [104].
Moreover, the small parsimony problem is a sub-problem of the large parsimony
problem in the sense that, a solution of the small parsimony problem is used to
score the candidate tree of large parsimony problem.

The computational tractability and simplicity of parsimony-based methods over
probabilistic methods have made them more applicable. Some widely used tools
are MEGA6 [159], PAUP [157] and NOTUNG [31]. Parsimony-based methods can
be inconsistent and error prone in some cases as demonstrated by Felsenstein [55],
and their usage may lead to erroneous explanation of the data.

3.3 Reconciliation-based Approaches

The notion of reconciliation of the evolutionary history of a gene family, represented
by a gene tree, in the context of a species tree, was first introduced by Goodman
et al. [71]. A gene tree is often used to represent the evolutionary history of
a gene family; its leaves correspond to the extant genes and its internal vertices
represent the evolutionary events e.g. duplications and speciations. In contrast, a
species tree is used to describe the phylogenetic relationship among species, with its
leaves representing the extant species, while the internal vertices are representing
speciation events. In the reconciliation analysis, a mapping of internal vertices of
the gene tree to the vertices or edges of the species tree is inferred, which is used
to illustrate the evolution of a gene family corresponding to the species tree. In the
simplest scenario, if gene and species trees are congruent, i.e., they share topology
then all the genes of the family are orthologs. However, if the two trees differs in
topology, then events such as gene duplications, gene losses or lateral gene transfers
can explain the discordance between the trees.
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Traditionally, reconciliation-based methods are designed on the parsimony prin-
ciple, for instance, Goodman et al. [71] introduced the notion of reconciliation, that
finds the most parsimonious reconciliation (MPR) between gene and species tree,
that is, a unique mapping of gene tree nodes to species nodes or edges that ex-
plains the discordance using a minimum number of duplications. There are many
parsimony-based criteria, which have been used by reconciliation methods to infer
the parsimonious evolutionary scenarios, such as minimizing gene duplications, gene
losses, and lateral gene transfers. For instance, Durand et al. [50] proposed a two-
phase method for gene tree reconstruction that takes both sequence evolution and
duplications losses into account. Their method construct a gene tree from sequence
data by using any of the known algorithms for phylogeny construction in the first
phase, while in the second phase, dynamic programming is used to rearrange the
tree for minimizing the duplication-loss cost. Hallet et al. [75, 166] were pioneers
in introducing the lateral gene transfers into parsimony-based methods. Other
methods including AnGST [43] and RANGER-DTL [16] simultaneously consider
duplication, loss, and transfer events to find an optimal reconciliation. NOTUNG
[31] is a commonly used parsimony-based reconciliation method that allows users
to reconcile a gene tree with a, possibly nonbinary, species tree with the optimal
reconciliation minimizing the duplication-loss cost.

Wu et al. [179] proposed a first parsimony-based reconciliation method for
the sub-gene level evolutionary units (which they defined as “modules”) by tak-
ing into account module gain, loss, duplication, and rearrangement events. Their
proposed phylogenetic method simultaneously constructs the module phylogenies
in the context of a common species tree by using standard duplication-loss model.
Their algorithm works in three steps to construct the optimal module architecture
scenario. In the first step, they used a Duplication-Loss model to construct the
module trees by using a species tree-aware algorithm SPIMAP [137]. In the second
step, they reconciled each module tree to the species tree using most parsimonious
reconciliation to infer the ancestral module counts. In the third step, given the ex-
tant architectures present at the leaves of the species tree and the ancestral module
counts based on the reconciled module trees, they reconstructed a module architec-
ture scenario for each architecture family by minimizing the total number of events
in the reconstruction. They proposed a dynamic programming technique to find
an architecture scenario that parsimoniously explain the domain level events such
as generation, duplication, loss, merge (fusion), and split (fission). Their method is
only based on the reconciliation information from the species tree, while completely
ignoring the gene level events in the construction of module architecture scenarios.
We know that a gene tree is often in disagreement with the species tree therefore,
any inference based on only species level information will be misleading. Moreover,
their method do not model the domain level events explicitly, rather minimum cost-
based scenarios are used to represent the evolution of domain architecture, which
similarly to other parsimony based approaches, can be erroneous in some cases [55].

More recently, Stolzer et al. [153] proposed a reconciliation-based framework
for multi-domain analysis. They discussed it as a framework for the inference of
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domain level events by reconciling a domain tree with a gene tree which is reconciled
with the species tree. Their proposed algorithm produces candidate reconciliations
in two passes by minimizing a linear cost function over the domain events; this
cost function includes co-divergence, domain duplication, insertion, transfer, and
loss. In the first pass, a dynamic program is used to calculate cost of mapping
a domain vertex to a gene tree vertex. The output of this pass consists of two
tables, representing the event cost and children mappings that are possible with
the given gene and species tree reconciliation information. In the second pass, an
algorithm traverses the domain tree and generates a candidate reconciliation with
the optimal cost. Their proposed method is based on the parsimony criterion, i.e.,
minimizing the cost of domain events with respect to gene and species tree, which
may lead towards an inaccurate description of evolutionary events in some cases
[55]. In the following sections, I will provide introductory details about Bayesian
inference, Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based techniques, and probabilistic models
for modelling domain evolution.

3.4 Bayesian Inference

Bayesian inference methods are based on the apparently simple but powerful Bayes’
rule, which states that:

P (θ|D) = P (D|θ)P (θ)
P (D)

whereD denotes the data and θ denotes the parameters, and P (θ|D) is the posterior
distribution over the set of parameters after observing the data. The probability
P (θ) is the prior belief about the parameters before observing the data, while
P (D|θ) is the likelihood of the data D given the parameters θ. The denominator
term P (D) is the probability of data, which is a normalization constant. The
probability of observing the data (likelihood of the data) times the prior probability
is used to estimate the posterior and is proportional to the posterior distribution
i.e.

P (θ|D) ∝ P (D|θ)P (θ)

In Bayesian modelling, the denominator term P (D) is often intractable, because it
involves high-dimensional integrals over all possible values of parameters. However,
in Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based framework, this term cancels out
when we compute the acceptance ratio between successive states. The prior proba-
bility P (θ) allows the researcher to incorporate biological knowledge in the form of
a distribution over parameters. However, it can often be difficult to specify a prior
in terms of a probability distribution. Non-informative priors are often used as an
objective choice to represent the lack of prior knowledge about parameters. The
simplest and oldest rule for determining a non-informative prior is to assign equal
probabilities to all possibilities.
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3.5 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

In phylogenetics, Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based techniques are often employed
to estimate the posterior over possible evolutionary scenarios. When there is a high
dimensional state space involved and the analytical solution is intractable, MCMC
is typically considered as obvious choice. In MCMC, a Markov Chain is set up,
where every state represents a point in the parameter space and the transition into
a state only depends on the previous state. The parameter space is sampled by a
random walk with transition probabilities adjusted so that the relative frequency
of each visited state will converge, in the limit, to a posterior distribution. The
posterior distribution is then summarized to estimate the marginal distribution for
the parameters of interest. Although the random walk process of MCMC, after a
sufficiently large number of samples, eventually converges to the distribution, the
initial samples may follow a different distribution. Therefore, these initial samples,
belonging to the start of a Markov Chain and known as the burnin samples, are
conventionally discarded.

The Metropolis–Hastings (MH) algorithm is a MCMC method to sample from
a probability distribution for which direct sampling is difficult. At each iteration
of the MH algorithm, a new state π′ is proposed by a proposal function, which
perturbs one or more parameters of the current state π. The new state is then ac-
cepted or rejected with a probability that depends on the likelihoods of the current
and proposed states, the forward/backward proposal probabilities and prior prob-
abilities of the states. According to the MH algorithm, the acceptance probability
A(π, π′) of a proposed state π′ is given by:

A(π, π′) = min

1, f(D|π′)
f(D|π)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Likelihood Ratio

× f(π′)
f(π)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Prior Ratio

× f(π|π′)
f(π′|π)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Proposal Ratio


where f(D|π′) is the likelihood of the proposed state and f(π|π′) is the backward

proposal probability. In the MH sampling process, given the current state, the
proposal function proposes a new state, which is either accepted or rejected based on
the acceptance probability. This process is repeated for a sufficiently large number
of times to converge to the stationary distribution. In this way, the distribution
of sampled states approaches to the target distribution as more and more states
are visited. This method has frequently been used in phylogenetics to estimate the
posterior distribution over evolutionary parameters including phylogenetic trees
and is guaranteed to be converged to its stationary distribution after sufficiently
large number of samples [85].

There are many variants of the MCMC method that has been designed to serve
different purposes e.g. group sampling. In group sampling, a variant known as
Grouped Independence Metropolis-Hastings (GIMH) has been proposed by
Beumont et al. [20] and later generalized by Andreiu et al.[6]. GIMH is applied
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in MCMC where the likelihood of a state depends not only on the fixed variables
of the state, but also includes a sum or integral over some latent variables. The
hallmark of GIMH is that the likelihood of a state is estimated using group sampling
over the latent variables and that the estimate is not updated as long as the state
remains the current state. Surprisingly, in contrast to the strategy where likelihood
of the current state is re-estimated whenever a comparison with the likelihood
of a new proposed state is made, the GIMH is guaranteed to converge to the
stationary distribution targeted by the Metropolis-Hasting’s ratio used. MCMC-
based methods are computationally expensive, however with the improvement in
computational power and parallelization [155, 134], they are becoming increasingly
feasible. Some of the popular method in this field are MrBayes [84], PrIME [2],
JPrIME [151], BEAST [49], BAli-Phy [156], and PhyloBayes [100]. In the next
section, I will discuss the DLRS framework in general and its individual components:
duplication-loss, rate, and substitution models.

3.6 The DLRS Model

The first probabilistic model that accounted gene duplications and losses inside a
species tree was proposed by Arvestad et al. in 2003 [12]. They used the birth-
death process to model the gene family evolution inside a species tree. In 2004,
the same group introduced an integrated probabilistic model, known as the DLRS
model of gene sequence evolution that considered gene duplications, gene losses, and
sequence evolution under a molecular clock [13]. Later, they relaxed the assumption
of a molecular clock [2]. The DLRS model, proposed by Åkerborg et. al. [2],
consists of three submodels: a duplication loss model (DL), a substitution rate
model (R), and a sequence evolution model (S). Figure 3.2 illustrates these three
submodels of the DLRS model, a more detailed description of each submodel will
be given in subsequent sections. The proposed method takes a multiple sequence
alignment of a gene family, a dated species tree, and a mapping between the gene
tree leaves and the species tree leaves as input, and used a Bayesian MCMC-based
framework to estimate a posterior distribution over gene trees, edge lengths, and
other evolutionary parameters.

The Duplication-Loss Model

The duplication loss model employs a birth-death process that models the evolution
of a gene family. The classical birth-death process was introduced by David G.
Kendall [98] and it has been used as a prior for the phylogenetic trees in many
studies [164, 122, 136]. The Duplication Loss (DL) model, which is a linear birth-
death process, has two parameters: a birth rate λ and a death rate µ. In the DL
model, a gene lineage initiated at the root of the species tree, undergoes births
and deaths during the evolutionary time span determined by the species lineage.
A birth in a species lineage corresponds to a gene duplication, which bifurcates a
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A) Duplication Loss Model (DL)

Initial Lineage Duplication Speciation Loss Process Finished

B) Substitution Rates (R)
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Figure 3.2: The three submodels of the DLRS are shown [112]. (A) A gene lineage
is evolving inside a species tree according to the birth-death process. A gene lineage
initiated at the root of the species tree, may come across a duplication event (represented
by a green vertex), or a speciation event (represented by a black vertex). Whenever a
gene lineage passes through a speciation vertex, it bifurcates into two independent gene
lineages. A gene lineage may also be lost (represented by a red circle). After pruning
all lost lineages, the final gene tree is obtained. (B) The molecular clock assumption is
relaxed by taking iid rates along branches of the tree according to the rate model. (C)
Finally, a sequence evolution model generates sequences over the gene tree with branch
lengths.

gene lineage into two gene lineages, while a lineage which lost before reaching the
extent species is considered to be a gene loss. When a gene lineage passes through
a speciation vertex in the species tree, it bifurcates into two new gene lineages that
evolve independently according to the birth-death process. As the process reaches
the leaves of a species tree a gene tree has been formed and lineages having no
descendants in extant species are pruned as shown in figure 3.2 (A).

The birth-death process has been broadly applied in genomic analysis [74, 96,
89, 37], phylogenetic analysis of gene families [2, 113, 25], and probabilistic orthol-
ogy analysis [149, 168]. In 1975, Thompson [164] used the birth-death process in
a phylogenetic model to understand the evolution of human populations. Under
the generalized birth-death model, Nee et al. [122] derived the geometric distribu-
tion for the number of lineages existing at any particular time during the process
and the likelihood function for a reconstructed phylogeny, which provided the basis
for the estimation of birth and death rates. Rannala and Yang [136] developed a
phylogenetic model based on birth-death process along with the sequence evolution
model to estimate posterior probabilities of phylogenetic trees from molecular se-
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quence data. The birth-death process was first used, by [12] and further extended
by Akerborg et al. [2], to evolve the gene tree inside the species tree by modeling
birth as gene duplication and death as gene loss. Subsequently, Rasmussen et al.
[137] proposed an improve probabilistic technique that considers the gene trees hav-
ing MPR reconciliation with the species tree instead of traversing through entire
search space consists of gene tree topologies. This move is advantageous because it
shrinks the search space to MPR reconciliation of gene trees, which greatly reduces
the required computation and it does not compromise the accuracy of the method
in most of the cases as shown by [48].

The Rate Model
Rates of molecular evolution can have substantial variation among sites, genes,
and lineages. Phylogenetic methods have been developed to take these forms of
rate heterogeneity into account. For instance, in a rate model, relaxed molecular
clock assumption is used and rates are allowed to vary among lineages in a phy-
logenetic tree. The rate variation across lineages are modelled as a independent
and identically Gamma-distributed variables with mean and variance parameters
[2]. The branch length of a phylogenetic tree is measured in expected number of
substitutions per site, which is the product of time and a substitution rate. The
time information is constrained by the species phylogeny, whereas the rate captures
the divergence in terms of number of substitutions per site per unit of time. Many
studies [103, 109] have suggested the relaxation of the molecular clock assumption
and use of independent as well as identically distributed rates to model the rate
variation on different lineages of the species tree.

The Substitution Model
The molecular composition of today’s living organisms has been passed on from
their ancestors by different evolutionary processes. Whatever modifications have
been happened through these evolutionary processes, the traces in the molecular
sequences have significant information for us. The process of sequence evolution is
a very complex process and models that are used to simulate this process present a
very simplified description of the evolutionary history of the sequence evolution. A
phylogenetic tree is used to represent the evolutionary history with branch lengths
proportional to the expected amount of evolutionary changes in sequences. The
process is represented by a substitution model by defining the substitution prob-
abilities i.e. each nucleotide has some probability of changing into another during
an interval of time. Some commonly used substitution models of nucleotide and
amino-acid are briefly discussed below.

The simplest of all substitution models is JC69, proposed by Jukes and Cantor
[94], in which all nucleotide substitutions occur at an equal rate. After that, Kimura
et al. [99] modelled the substitutions with different rates for transitions (from
purines to pyrimidines or vice versa) and transversions (from purines to purines
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or pyrimidines to pyrimidines). Their proposed model is called K80. In 1981,
Felsenstein [56] relaxed the constraint of the uniform nucleotide frequencies and
allowed the substitution rates to correspond to the equilibrium frequency of the
target nucleotide, his model is known as F81. Later on, Hasegawa et al. [79]
combined the two relaxed constraint into one model known as HKY85, which
allowed unequal nucleotide frequencies as well as different rates for transitions and
transversions.

Models of sequence evolution have also been proposed for protein sequences.
For instance, Dayhoff and colleagues [45] introduced an empirical model of protein
evolution, which was based on alignments of homologous protein sequences. Most
of the protein sequences comprised of distinct domains, which evolve with different
rates, and with different selective pressures [1, 61]. Many studies have suggested a
priori partition of the sequence data to model the differences in evolutionary rates.
Yang et al. [180] proposed the first sequence evolution model with a priori partitions
for DNA sequences evolving on a fixed tree. Furthermore, it is also possible to give
multiple partition data to MrBayes [139]. Recently, Zoller at al. [184] proposed
a maximum likelihood method that considers domain based partitioning of the
sequence data to apply different codon models for phylogenetic inference.

3.7 Interesting Multi-domain Families

Gene families that encode proteins with two or more domains are called multi-
domain families [9]. These multi-domain families contain proteins with different
domain combinations [177]. Genome wide domain annotation of protein sequences
has shown the proportion of multi-domain protein in different forms of life, for
instance, about 27% in prokaryotes, 40% in metazoans, and more than 70% in
eukaryotes are multi-domain protein [167, 77]. The increasing proportion of multi-
domain proteins is proportional to organismic complexity[167].

Multi-domain proteins have particular evolutionary and functional importance.
They have many important functions including binding activities, catalytic activ-
ities, and signalling activities. For instance, Yilmaz et al. [35] described the clas-
sification of Zinc-Finger proteins based on structural, functional, and motif char-
acterization in Arabidopsis, and performed expression analysis to evaluate their
responses on different environmental stimuli. The C2H2 Zinc-Finger is the most
common DNA binding domain found in eukaryotic transcription factor proteins;
ZNF proteins typically contain multiple C2H2 domains joined together in tandem
arrays. They regulate gene expression by binding to DNA via their so called zinc-
finger domain [86]. The binding specificity is encoded in ZNF domains. The impor-
tance of this multi-domain protein family is evident by the fact that, it stands out
as the second largest gene family in human after the odorant receptor family and
makes up ∼ 2% of all human genes, ∼ 3% of all genes in mammals, and ∼ 0.8%
of all gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [46, 35]. In evolutionary perspective, multi-
domain protein families have played a vital role in their lineage-specific evolution.
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For instance, the KRAB associated Zinc-Fingers domain family, which represses
the expression of target genes, has striking number of recent lineage-specific gene
and domain duplications [125]. The lineage specific diversification of KRAB-ZNF
genes suggests that it has an important role in shaping the functional diversity of
transcriptional regulation, which resulted in lineage-specific evolution of regulatory
networks [76].

A number of important studies have investigated the role of multi-domain pro-
tein families in different diseases. For instance, recent studies [154, 11, 72] have
provided ample evidences of strong links between multi-domain protein families and
mutations associated with cancer. Similarly, Reelin protein, which is a glycopro-
tein, has been implicated for its role in cognitive deficits, as seen in schizophrenia,
autism, bipolar disorder, and Alzheimer’s disease [54] due to its involvements in
signaling pathways, memory formation, synaptic plasticity, and synaptic strength.

The C2H2 Zinc-Finger
The transcription factor genes C2H2-ZNF encode a protein that selectively bind
to specific DNA sequences through their zinc finger domain and regulate the gene
expression [46] as mentioned above. The C2H2 Zinc-Finger ZNF protein typically
contains multiple C2H2 Zinc-Finger motifs placed together in tandem arrays, each
forms a basic structural unit of 28 amino acids. The functional characteristics of
Zinc-Finger protein are determined by its associated N-terminal effector domain,
like the Kruppel-associated box (KRAB) domain, which represses the expression of
target genes[86].

One of the important factors in the evolution of primate-specific evolution is
recent segmental duplications that have occurred within the past 35 to 40 million
years [125]. The duplicates, as a result of this primate-specific duplications, have
shown positive selection, which indicates their divergence potentially for a new
function. Out of these recent primate-specific duplications, one gene family that
has expanded considerably, is the KRAB associated Zinc-Finger genes [76, 86]. The
expansion of KRAB-ZNF genes are thought to diversify the regulatory specificity,
which is determined by the ZNF domain recognition code used to bind the target
sites. Thus, the KRAB-ZNF genes are able to evolve by changing the number and
structure of Zinc-Finger domains, which predictably alter their DNA-binding speci-
ficity [125]. More than 70% of all human Zinc-Finger genes are organized in clusters
[158]. There are significantly more clustered C2H2 Zinc-Finger genes that are found
in human and mouse as compare to chimpanzee and rat, respectively, which also
signifies the lineage specific evolution after the divergence of the two primates i.e.
within the 6 to 10 millions of years [76, 158]. Their clustering pattern provides an
interesting insight into the evolutionary history of primates, in which one cluster
was originated from another, possibly due to segmental or gene duplication during
the early primate evolution [76].

The biological process behind these duplications can be either unequal crossing
over to form a large clusters or DNA slippage to duplicate a small segments e.g. a
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duplication of one or few domains [158, 183]. Moreover, these domains are prone
to duplications and deletions since they appear in tandem, and sequence similarity
is known to increase the rate of unequal crossover as well as DNA slippage. The
tandem nature of the ZNF domains within C2H2-ZNF genes can be describe by a
process following the birth and death model as mentioned in [124].

The Reelin domain
The Reelin domain is an extracellular glycoprotein that plays an essential role in
early brain development and also has a role in regulating the structural plasticity
of neural networks [81, 181]. It is essential in regulating the neuronal migration,
in which it determines the positioning of neurons within cortical structures of the
central nervous system [40]. It also controls neuronal growth, maturation, and
synaptic activity in the adult brain [181]. Reelin was discovered as a gene product
absent in reeler mouse, which is an autosomal recessive mouse mutant. The Reeler
mice exhibited brain abnormalities due to the deficit of Reelin protein [41].
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Figure 3.3: The domain architecture [38] of Human Reelin Protein

The human reelin protein consists of 3461 amino acid residues [181]. The domain
architecture of reelin sequence consists of a signal sequence, a F-Spondin domain like
region, a unique region, and eight tandem repeats of 350–390 amino acid residues
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known as reelin repeats [40, 90]. Each reelin repeat is further divided into a central
Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) domain and two flanking sub-repeats known as
subrepeat-A and subrepeat-B of lenght 150–190 amino acids as shown in figure 3.3.

Due to its vital role in the modulation of synaptic plasticity, reelin has impor-
tant implicationsis in several brain disorders, including Schizophrenia, Autism, and
Alzheimer’s disease [123, 54]. For instance, many studies [54, 91, 73] have reported
reduced expression of reelin in patients with Schizophrenia, Bipolar disorder, and
Autism. The unique architecture of reelin protien and its repeats with the em-
bedding of central EGF domain in them, prompted us to perform the evolutionary
analysis of the reelin domain family, with human reelin and its homologues in model
organisms.





Chapter 4

Identifying Gene Families

4.1 Introduction

The term “homology” was first coined by Richard Owen [131] in 1843, who char-
acterized homology as “the same organ in different animals under every variety of
form and function”. In his book [130], he referred analogs as a “part or organ in one
animal which has the same function as another part or organ in a different animal”,
which clearly differentiated analogs from homologs. We find homology between
genes of newly sequenced genome to existing genomes to predict its phylogenetic
relationship with the other species. Homology is considered as an integral compo-
nent of many genome-scale computational analyses e.g. annotation of novel genes
[178], prediction of gene function [132, 88], comparative genome mapping [29], and
gene fusion analysis [115]. Because of the shared ancestry, homologous genes may
also show significant similarities in their sequences. The similarity between the ho-
mologous genes in their sequences often implies structural and functional similarity,
but it is not always true.

Traditionally, homology inference methods are based on sequence similarity.
However, in the case of diverged gene families, it is often difficult to detect ho-
mologous genes due to their weak sequence similarity. Therefore, a method that
can combine sequence similarity with the other information e.g. synteny (genes
with the conserved neighbourhood) can improve the accuracy of homology infer-
ence methods. Synteny is considered as an important signal for the detection of
homologous genes. For instance, Lemoine et al. [102] identified a set of orthologs
genes, which they refer to as “positional orthologs” based on their conserved local
order. They combined conventional similarity-based approach known as reciprocal
smallest distance (RSD) [172] with the synteny to detect the positional orthologs.
Similarly, Dandekar et al. [39] has indicated gene order conservation in bacterial
and archaeal genomes. These studies suggest that the use of synteny can improve
the homology detection method and by taking the syntenic context [88] into ac-
count, homology inference can be more accurate. In paper-III & IV of the thesis,

33
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we devised an approach that combined synteny information with Neighbourhood
Correlation [152]. The Neighbourhood Correlation is a similarity-based approach
that consider the domain architecture while identifying homology in multi-domain
proteins.

In this chapter, I will discuss some of the current homology inference methods
with their limitations. In the first section, I will describe the notion of homology,
mainly consists of homology definitions and concepts. I will also discuss approaches
that are based on similarity networks, and in the last section, I will briefly describe
our proposed technique that used synteny scores to improve the homology inference.

4.2 Homology Definitions

A gene family is a group of genes that have evolved from a common ancestral gene
through several events such as speciations, gene duplications, gene losses, and lat-
eral gene transfers, and therefore have significant similarities in their sequence and
functions [127]. The evolution of a gene family often takes the form of a phyloge-
netic tree, known as phylogeny. The topology of the tree represents the phylogenetic
relation among genes of a gene family, and internal nodes of the tree represent the
evolutionary events. Thus the phylogeny of a gene family provides a concise sum-
mary of evolution i.e., how and when genes have diversified during the evolutionary
time period. By mapping gene tree vertices to the species tree vertices, a phyloge-
netic relationship may be classified as orthologous or paralogous as mentioned in
the seminal work [58, 59] by Walter Fitch. Two genes are orthologous if they are
derived from a single ancestral gene in the last common ancestor of the compared
species. Alternatively in a gene family, two gene are paralogous if they belong to
the same species or derived from a different gene in the last common ancestral
species. Genes that are related through a lateral gene transfer event, involving an
interspecies transfer of genetic material, are called xenologous. Paralogous genes
can be further categorised into in-paralogs (due to the recent duplication after the
speciation event) or out-paralogs (due to ancient duplication before the speciation
event). The reconciliation between gene and species tree provides a scenario of
a gene family evolution consisting of evolutionary events such as speciation, gene
duplications, and gene losses.

4.3 Current Approaches

As discussed earlier, the members of a gene family have considerable sequence
similarity, which can be used to identify the homologous genes. The pioneers of
homology inference methods used sequence similarity as a heuristic, typically by
employing BLAST [5] as a subroutine. For instance, BlastClust [47] and SiLiX
[119] used single linkage clustering on BLAST scores to cluster the homologous
genes. However, given that SiLiX is based on transitive clustering, it outputs
large clusters largely due to shared domains and large multi-domain families. The
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transitive clustering is based on the principle of transitivity i.e., if sequence A is in
homologous relationship with the sequence B, and B is homologous to sequence C,
then A, B and C should be clustered together into the same family regardless of
their similarity level. To overcome the problem of large clusters, another technique
HiFiX [118] has been proposed to refine these large clusters into small clusters
by considering Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based multiple sequence alignment
likelihood score of the cluster. This technique is computationally expensive for large
scale analysis due to the computation of multiple sequence alignment and HMM
scoring.

Many studies also combined other information with similarity to improve the
homology inference. For instance, the SOAR and MSOAR [63, 64] algorithms have
use gene order information to assign orthologs by parsimoniously minimizing the
rearrangement events between the two genomes. Their algorithm starts with the
identification of gene families by using homology search method, and establishes
the correspondences among the gene families members on both genomes. Basically,
it treats every member of a gene family on each genome as the copies of the same
gene. Because of this annotation scheme, the problem turns into a optimization
problem of rearrangement, in which a sequence of duplicated genes on a genome is
arranged on the other genome with the minimum number of rearrangement events.
By applying this method, one can infer the positional orthologous gene pairs with
the optimal number of rearrangements events between the genomes. Similarly, Han
et al. [78] have used local synteny information i.e. fixed neighbourhood region
around each gene to identify the parent orthologs among multiple lineage specific
duplicated genes. Jin et al. [95] combines the gene order information with sequence
similarity to identify mammalian orthologs.

Wapinski et al. proposed an algorithm known as SYNERGY [174] that used
species tree and synteny information along with similarity to infer the group of
orthologous genes (ortho-group) and their phylogenetic relationships. They defined
ortho-group as a set of genes that are descended from a single common ancestor in
their last common ancestral species. Another part of homology problem is related
to detection of remote homology, that is to assign gene family to diverged sequences,
having low sequence similarity less then 25% in terms of sequence identity. Many
methods target this problem, for example, PSI-BLAST [5] use iterative BLAST to
construct the position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) profile for the detection of re-
mote homologs. More sophisticated tool like PHYRN [21] returns the phylogenies
along with gene families by utilizing the Euclidean distance of sequence profiles.
Overall, BLAST remains the underlying homology inference measure for most ho-
mology inference techniques. All-versus-all BLAST is often used as an initial step
in homology detection approaches to construct a similarity network. In the next
section, I will discuss approaches that are exploiting the topological features of this
network.
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4.4 Homology Inference using a similarity network

In a sequence similarity network, sequences are represented by nodes and sequences,
whose similarity is above than a predefined threshold, are connected by edges with
the weights proportional to the similarity between the protein sequences corre-
sponding to the incident nodes. Sequence similarity networks are very effective in
relating multi-domain proteins [142, 135]. In an early use of similarity networks,
Koonin and colleagues [160, 75] argue that the orthologous groups form cliques in
a sequence similarity network. In domain evolution context, Przytycka et al. [135]
used similarity networks to investigate domain insertions, domain architecture per-
sistence, and domain merging events. The structure of the sequence similarity
networks provide basis for distinguishing homologous pairs from non-homologous
pairs. For example, the neighbourhood of a node is defined as a set of nodes adja-
cent to it i.e. the set of all sequences that have score greater than the significance
threshold. The neighbourhood of a node is an important local structure of simi-
larity network; for instance, a neighbourhood consists of distinct nodes may reflect
the promiscuous behaviour of a particular domain. Similarly, domain families char-
acterized by a specific domain may form a cluster or community structure in the
similarity network.

There are methods [152, 52, 93, 105] that exploit the topological structure and
edge weights of the sequence similarity network to identify gene families. For in-
stance, hcluster_sg [105] is a similarity network based technique used in earlier
versions of TreeFam [106] to perform the hierarchical agglomerative clustering on
BLAST scores. The hcluster_sg heuristic is based on edge density, which is mea-
sured as number of edges between pair of clusters divided by the all possible edges
between them. The hcluster_sg uses threshold on edge density to decide the merge
operation while performing agglomerative clustering steps. Song et al. [152] ex-
ploit the neighbourhood feature of the similarity network by observing the fact
that the homologous genes tend to have strong shared neighbourhood than their
unique neighbourhood. Their formulation is based on correlation, which measures
the strength of neighbourhood between a pair of genes. In another clustering al-
gorithm known as Markov clustering (MCL) [169, 52], a mathematical bootstrap
procedure is used to find the cluster structure in a similarity network by iteratively
applying matrix power operations. More detail about these methods are given in
subsequent sections.

Neighbourhood Correlation
Song et al. proposed Neighbourhood Correlation (NC) method, which computes
the correlation between the neighborhood structure of a pair of genes to identify
the homology relationship between them. Their method is based on the observation
that genes related through duplication events have distinct neighborhood pattern
as compare to genes that are related via domain shuffling events in a sequence
similarity network. They extended traditional model of homology (i.e. gene du-
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plication and speciation events) to multi-domain family evolution. Homology has
traditionally been defined in terms of families that evolve by vertical descent i.e. by
gene duplication and speciation events [58], however, multi-domain families evolve
via both vertical and domain insertion events as shown in figure 4.1. In figure

Figure 4.1: The evolutionary scenario of a hypothetical multi-domain family by gene
duplication and domain insertion events from Song et. al. 2008 [152]. Genes in the a
and b subfamilies evolve trough a common ancestor however they have different domain
composition. Gene c shares a domain with genes in subfamily b, but both b and c are not
related by any common ancestor gene.

4.1, genes a and b are related through duplication events and share homologous
domain (in blue color) from their ancestral gene. Opposite to this, gene b and c,
which are not related through vertical descent, are linked via a domain-only match
due to the domain insertion event. Thus a pair of sequences that share similarity
due to homologous domain (i.e. descent through gene duplication or speciation)
will be considered as legitimate members of a family. Based on this model, Neigh-
bourhood Correlation’s underlying assumption is that the neighbourhoods of genes
related through duplication or speciation will be more similar to each other than
the neighbourhoods of genes linked by the domain insertion events. Here, notice
that the neighbourhood term should not be confused with the neighbourhood of
a gene on a chromosome. In the context of similarity network, the shared neigh-
bourhood of a pair of genes is defined as a set of vertices that are adjacent to both
members of the pair whereas, the unique neighbourhood corresponds to the set of
vertices that are adjacent to one pair but not the other. In case of homologous pair
of genes, the shared neighbourhood tends to increase due to the fact that homolog
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sequences share more vertices in their neighborhood as compare to their unique
neighbourhoods. In contrast, a pair of gene that are related via a domain match
due to domain insertion events will contribute only to the unique neighbourhoods
of the individual genes. Song et al. formularized the ratio of shared neighbour-
hood to unique neighbourhood sizes by the Neighbourhood Correlation score of
two sequences:

NC(x, y) =
∑

i∈N (S(x, i)− S̄(x))(S(y, i)− S̄(y))√∑
i∈N (S(x, i)− S̄(x))2 ∑

i∈N (S(y, i)− S̄(y))2

where S(x, i) is the normalized BLAST bit score [5] of query sequence x with other
database sequence i and N is the number of sequences in the database, and S̄(x)
is the mean of S(x, i) over all sequences i. According to Song et al. [152], the
neighbourhoods of adjacent sequences will reflect the similarities and differences
in domain architecture. The number of edges in the shared and unique neigh-
bourhoods will be influenced by the rate of gene duplication and domain insertion
events, while the edge weights will represent the degree of sequence divergence.
Therefore, a gene duplication in the same family will contribute towards the in-
crease in size and strength of shared neighbourhood, while domain insertion into
a single member of the pair will increase the unique neighbourhood size, hence
Neighbourhood Correlation score variate accordingly. Thus for homologous pairs,
the shared neighbourhood tends to have more vertices and stronger edges than their
unique neighbourhoods. The Neighbourhood Correlation score implicitly consider
the sequence similarity and domain architecture comparison within the similarity
network. Song et al. [152] has demonstrated the effectiveness of Neighbourhood
Correlation approach on benchmark data set. In the next section, we will briefly
describe Markov clustering approach, which in contrast to Neighbourhood Corre-
lation, is exploiting the global structure of the similarity network.

The Markov Clustering
As discussed earlier, multi-domain families characterized by a specific domain may
form a cluster or community structure in a similarity network. Enright et al. refer
to these community structures as “natural clusters” in similarity networks, which
are characterised by the presence of many edges within the members of the cluster.
In particular, there will be more edges and paths within the clusters (inter-cluster
communication) as compare to the number of edges and paths connecting differ-
ent clusters (intra-cluster communication) in a network. The Markov Clustering
algorithm MCL [52] is designed to exploit this property of natural clusters in a
similarity network by using the flow simulation of network.

The MCL algorithm deterministically estimates the probabilities of random
walks through the sequence similarity network based on stochastic matrices. A
stochastic matrix (also known as Markov matrix) is a non-negative matrix with the
property that each of its columns sums to 1 (refer to column stochastic matrix).
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Each column j of this matrix corresponds to jth node in a network and row entry
i in column j, corresponds with the probability of transition from node j to node i.

The MCL algorithm simulates random walks within a network by applying two
operations namely expansion and inflation on a Markov matrix of a network. In
the expansion operation, the power of a stochastic matrix is taken using the nor-
mal matrix multiplication, whereas in the inflation operation, element-wise power
in the sense of Hadamard power of a matrix is taken, with the necessary scaling,
in such way that the resulting matrix remains stochastic. The expansion opera-
tion simulates the random walks of many steps, which in the sense of stochastic
flow, allows the dissipation of flow within the clusters to boost the inter cluster
communication. It computes probabilities for each pair of nodes, where one node
is considered to be start and the other is the end of walk. Since members of a
cluster are more reachable within the cluster due to the abundance of paths for
going from one node to another node, the probabilities associated with the nodes
lying in the same cluster will relatively be higher as compare to those nodes that
are lying outside the cluster. Inflation operation takes the opposite effect, that
is, it will boost the probabilities of intra-cluster walks. By applying expansion and
inflation operations iteratively, the network will be divided into different partitions.
Eventually, there will be no path between these partitions and the resulting par-
titions will be considered as clusters. The MCL clustering is based on the global
treatment of a similarity network by exploiting its flow properties as opposed to
traditional homology inference methods, which allow the homology inference in a
pairwise manner by using local structures of a network.

4.5 Synteny: An important signal for homology inference

Many studies have used synteny or gene order conservation in order to detect the ho-
mologues and orthologues genes. For instance, Wapinski et al. [175] have shown the
importance of synteny to identify the orthologues and paralogues in fungi dataset.
Kellis et al. [97] have shown that the yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae arose from
ancient whole-genome duplication by posing the synteny as an evidence. Simi-
larly, Lemoine et al. has investigated homology in prokaryotes by using gene order
conservation [102].

Synteny has been used extensively to reconstruct the history of chromosomal re-
arrangements and to infer the map of conserved segments between different genomes
[144]. For example, consider the conserved synteny map [69] of human, mouse, and
rat genomes in figure 4.2. For each chromosome of a species, there are columns for
the other two species, coloured with respect to conserved synteny to chromosomes
of the other two species. The same colour scheme has been used for all species.
The orthologous segments between human and rat, human and mouse can easily
be observed in the synteny map as shown in figure 4.2. The synteny map represen-
tation is useful for the spatial analyses of genomes to elucidate the rearrangements
of the gene content. The descendent genomes from speciation or a whole-genome
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duplication event often have identical gene clusters. These gene clusters have ho-
mologous genes, but their order and content is not strictly conserved [82]. This
indicates that the synteny can be used to identify genomic regions that share a
common ancestry. By quantifying the synteny around these clusters, homology in-
ference methods can be more informed and improved in identifying the homologous
gene families. There are a number of approaches to extract the synteny informa-
tion, for examples R-window [62], max-gap [80], and gene teams [110] to extract
the syntenic neighbourhood of a gene. However, homology inference require further
processing of the content and the order of these gene clusters. In next section, I will
discuss techniques to quantify the syntenic neighbourhood of a gene for homology
inference.

Figure 4.2: The map of conserved synteny between the human, mouse and rat genomes
taken from Nature article Genome sequence of the Brown Norway rat yields insights into
mammalian evolution by [69].
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4.6 Quantifying synteny for homologous regions

The first step in a comparison of two or more genomic sequences is to align the
sequences in order to identify conserved regions. There are two types of alignment
algorithms, local and global.

Local alignment algorithms produce similarity scores between subregions of se-
quences. These algorithms first find common hits (matches) between sequences and
then extend these matches as far as quality of a match does not drop below a given
threshold. Algorithms that measure synteny conservation within a fixed neigh-
bourhood (window) around an anchor gene, often employ local alignment tools to
identify homologous hits within the local region to measure synteny conservation.
For instance, the R-window algorithm [62] uses a window with size parameter R to
count the number of homologous pairs within a window in order to quantify syn-
teny. The R-window algorithm applies BLAST [5] for computing local alignment
scores. These algorithms are useful especially when sequences exhibit conservation
of gene synteny but with jumbled order.

Global alignment tools produce similarity scores where the sequences are ex-
pected to share similarity over their full length. Analogues to this, global synteny
conservation techniques measure synteny over complete chromosomal region with-
out any restrictions on the number of matches between the compared regions. To
measure the global synteny, these algorithms often employ a searching technique
to form a team of closely placed homologous genes on two and more chromosomes,
which refer to as gene teams [110]. These approaches extend homologous region on
both genetic segments as long as they are able to find a pair of homologs within
a predefined distance. For example, the max-gap algorithm outputs gene-teams
around anchors genes [83]. It extends the search of homologous genes on the left
and right side of the current anchor gene to find the maximum number of genes in
a team, and proceed this search in iterative way until it fails to find homologous
genes in the vicinity determined by a gap size parameter. In our proposed approach,
we used BLAST local alignment scores and neighbourhood correlation scores [4] to
measure the synteny for a pair of genes within their fixed size neighbourhood. In
the next section, I am briefly describing our proposed method GenFamClust [4],
which is taking synteny information into account while inferring homology.

4.7 Homology inference using synteny

Our proposed approach GenFamClust takes two data sets of the sequences; a ref-
erence dataset R; used for collecting evidences for conserved gene neighbourhood
i.e. synteny and similarity information, and a query dataset Q consisting of genes,
for which we are interested in identifying the homology relationship i.e. homologs
or non-homologs. In case we do not have reference data, the query data set will
be treated as a reference dataset. The GenFamClust approach uses neighbourhood
correlation as its similarity measure and proposes a synteny correlation score SyC.
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The synteny correlation score SyC will be inferred from a local synteny score SyS.
Please refer to paper III & IV of the thesis for more technical and algorithmic
details.

In the first step, we performed a unidirectional Q versus R BLAST [5] to com-
pute the bit score statistics for each gene in the query dataset R. The NC scores
based on log-transformed bit scores are computed in the second step. Given NC
scores NC(g1, g2) for genes g1 and g2, the synteny scores SyS(g1, g2) are calculated
in the third step, as follow:

SyS(g1, g2) = max{NC(a, b) : a ∈ n(g1), b ∈ n(g2)}

Where n(g) represents the fixed neighbourhood of a gene g. The fixed neighbour-
hood of a gene is defined as a set of genes at most at distance k upstream or
downstream from g, on a chromosomal region. We investigated different values of
k to account the influence of synteny on homology inference based on a benchmark
by Song et al. [152]. We found k = 5 appropriate for estimating the local synteny
between genes on Metazoa dataset. Recently, Anselmetti et al. [7] used local neigh-
bour of size two for the reconstruction of ancestral gene synteny of the mammalians
genomes. However, higher values of k can be adjusted for the pair of species with
less gene order conservation. In the fourth step of our approach, we computed the
synteny correlation score SyC(g1, g2) between genes g1 and g2 based on the same
formulation of Neighbourhood Correlation score:

SyC(g1, g2) =
∑

i∈H(SyS(g1, i)− SyS(g1))(SyS(g2, i)− SyS(g2))√∑
i∈H(SyS(g1, i)− SyS(g1))2 ∑

i∈H(SyS(g2, i)− SyS(g2))2

where H = ncHits(g1) ∩ ncHits(g2) and ncHits(g) = {i|i ∈ Q ∪ R,NC(g, i) ≥
β}. Synteny correlation scores are computed for each gene pair (g1, g2) with
NC(g1, g2) > β, where β is a minimum threshold on NC score. Syntenic corre-
lation score is arguably robust in collecting the gene order conservation evidences
from a range of homologous regions within the reference dataset R consisting of
multiple species. For instance, TNFRSF1A and CD27 are two homologous genes
of the TNFR domain family found in human and mouse respectively, in the bench-
mark dataset by Song et al. [152]. The domain architecture of protein encoded by
their gene is given in figure 4.3, where CD25 protein has an additional Death-TRNF
domain, which is not present in TNFRSF1A gene. The Neighbourhood Correlation
score between the pair is 0.351 less than the suggested threshold of 0.5 for homolo-
gous gene pairs in the study by joseph et al.[93]. The genes CD27 and TNFRSF1A
are found very close to a cluster of identified members of TNFR domain family on
chromosomal regions of human and mouse as shown in figure (displaying the region
along with NC-hits > 0.9 of genes within the fixed neighbourhood around CD27
and TNFRSF1A). The synteny correlation score SyC(CD27, TNFRSF1A) in this
case is 0.983, which is successful in capturing the high degree of common syntenic
context around CD27 and TNFRSF1A with their common hits on reference dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Case study [3]: Synteny is adding useful information to the homology inference.
The CD27 gene in Mus musculus and TNFRSF1A gene in Homo sapiens are homologous
and belong to the TNFR superfamily [152]. (A) The domain architecture of CD27 and
TNFRSF1A is shown. (B) and (C) Gene synteny conservation for Homo sapiens chr. 12,
Pongo abelii chr. 12 and Mus musculus chr. 6 containing genes CD27 and TNFRSF1A
is shown. Common NC-hits between neighbourhood of CD27 and TNFRSF1A genes are
connected by (blue) lines and used for calculating synteny correlation score between both
the genes. Only hits with NC-scores greater than 0.9 are shown.

Thus, synteny correlation score, when combined with NC-score, infers these genes
as a homologous gene pair.

Conclusively, Synteny correlation score is effective and practically feasible method
for collecting syntenic support for homology inference. Homology and gene fam-
ily inference is an important task and prerequisites to functional, structural, and
phylogenetic analyses. The multi-domain proteins poses a challenge for homology
inference in the presence of gene and domain level events. Based on neighbourhood
correlation model of homology for multi-domain protein, we have proposed Gen-
FamClust, a novel approach that quantifies synteny along with similarity across
multiple genomes. It formularizes the use of synteny and similarity for homology
inference of a gene pair and also provides considerable improvement in accuracy as
compared to similarity-only algorithms.





Chapter 5

Present Investigations

Paper I: We propose DomainDLRS: a comprehensive, hierarchical Bayesian method,
based on the DLRS model [2] that models domain evolution as taking place in-
side the gene and species tree. The method incorporated birth-death process
according to which domains are duplicated and lost under a domain sequence
evolution model with a relaxed molecular clock. The method employs a vari-
ant of Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique namely, Grouped Independence
Metropolis-Hastings for the estimation of posterior distribution over domain
trees with lengths, gene tree topology and other evolutionary parameters. We,
moreover, introduce a novel technique to sample datings of the vertices that
MPR place on edges of a host tree, i.e., either the species tree or the gene tree.
This technique allows us to first sample a dating of the gene tree using the
dated species tree as host tree and, then, sample a dating for each of the do-
main trees using the dated gene tree as host tree. By using this approach, we
perform analyses of some interesting domain families namely ZNF91, ZNF468,
ZNF558, ZNF679, ZNF611, ZNF764, and PRDM9. We found recent domain
duplications with respect to gene and species evolution, which provides an in-
teresting insight of the domain evolution inside the gene and species tree. By
testing DomainDLRS on synthetic and biological (Zinc-Finger and PRDM9
multi-domain families) datasets, we show that our method provides most
parsimonious explanation of the domain evolution in the context of gene and
species tree that surpasses MrBayesMPR: a traditional approach based on
MPR analysis of MrBayes-generated domain trees. We also present an anal-
ysis on the domain duplication patterns, based on recent domain duplication
events in Zinc-Finger and PRDM9 domain families.

Paper II: The reelin protein, with its unique domain architecture consisting of
eight reelin repeats, stands out as an exceptional model for evolutionary stud-
ies, as it is well conserved across the species, including humans. We construct
an identity matrix of individual reelin repeats from 167 species to repre-
sent the average percentage identity across and between the reelin repeats.
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Sequence similarity shows that each repeat has an average 88% identity to
its corresponding repeat in other species and an average 33% identity with
other repeats within the protein sequence. We perform a phylogenetic anal-
ysis using neighbour joining algorithm to hypothesize the origin of the reelin
protein. Phylogenetic analysis shows that the reelin proteins and the reelin
domains might have originated in Arthropoda and retain its consistent pres-
ence in mammals. We present a 3D model of the full-length human reelin
and suggest key residues at the putative dimer interface region to highlight
the functional importance of reelin repeats.

Paper III: In paper III, we propose GenFamClust, an approach that used Neigh-
bourhood Correlation [152] method to quantify synteny by using the network
structure of similarity across multiple genomes. GenFamClust combines syn-
teny with the similarity in a more informed and accurate way to identify the
homologous gene pairs. To validate the synteny measure of GenFamClust,
we applied GenFamClust on the human and mouse dataset and compared it
with the synteny map of human mouse genomes published in [32]. The recon-
structed syntney map by GenFamClust is almost perfectly aligned with the
original synteny map of human mouse genomes. We also tested the accuracy
of homology inference of our method with the Neighbourhood Correlation
on synthetic dataset as well as biological dataset of eukaryotes species. The
results shows a significant improvement in case of synthetic dataset, particu-
larly for datasets containing homologs with syntenic support (e.g., orthologs,
and paralogs related by segmental duplications).

Paper IV: In paper IV, we evaluated the effectiveness of GenFamClust on semi-
manually curated dataset of Fungal genomes consists of 20 Fungi species from
Yeast Genome Order Browser (YGOB) database [28]. Moreover, we tested
the accuracy of GenFamClust in comparison with other homology inference
approaches like BLAST [5], hcluster [105], SiLiX [119], HiFiX [118], Neigh-
bourhood Correlation [152], and MCL [52] using single linkage, complete link-
age, and average linkage clustering on the benchmark dataset by Song et al.
[152] with Metazoan dataset. Our results show that the use of synteny with
similarity is providing a significant improvement in homology inference and
synteny-aware homology inference is more accurate than the similarity-only
methods. Our proposed measure for synteny quantification is effective in mea-
suring the syntenic conservation as observed in diverse biological datasets as
well as in simulated datasets.
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